Reliable information on level density ρ and radiative strength functions k for the excitation energy region with density of excited states ≈ 10 2 M eV −1 and higher can be obtained now only by its model-free extraction from intensities I γγ of two-step cascades proceeding between compound states and few low-lying levels. Full modelfree determination of ρ and k in any method is possible only if one can extract from additional experimental information about general trend in dependence of ratio of strength functions of emitted reaction products of a given type on excitation energy E ex of the nucleus under study.
Introduction
Level density ρ and strength functions of emission the nuclear reaction products are, first all, the test for any nuclear models. Naturally, confidence level of experimental values of these parameters should be high enough. If confidence of experimental level density in the regions of neutron resonanses and low-lying levels is extremely high than the contrary situation is observed out of this region of nuclear excitation. The same can be said about the radiative strength functions k of the primary gamma-transitions of the compound states decay and strength functions S of emission of products in different nuclear reactions. This discrepancy is completely caused by different ways of determination ρ in the excitation energy regions where level spacing D is significantly larger or less than the resolution σ of spectrometers used in experiment. In the case σ >> D and ρ, and k should be determined only simultaneously with the use of mathematics apparatus for solution of reverse problems. In the case under consideration, however, they don not have simple solution even in principle.
The situation gets complicated by that, for the long time, the only method to determine level density was its extraction from the spectra of evaporated nucleons in different nuclear reactions. Besides, this method requires the use of theoretical strength functions for emission of nucleons or light nuclei. They are to be determined in the frameworks of nuclear models with a precision exceeding required accuracy in determination of ρ.
Up to now, comparison between the experimental and calculated strength functions for reactions like (d, p) or (d, t) was performed up to the excitation energy of about a half of the neutron binding energy B n (see, for example, [1] ). It shows that the details of fragmentation process of any states of nuclear potential over real levels can be reproduced in calculation within modern nuclear models only with the error of about several hundreds percents. This is caused by both approaches of conventional models and uncertainties of their parameterization. The scale of above errors follows, first of all, from un-removable and very significant discrepancy between the experimental and calculated energies even for the most low-lying levels of the simplest structure.
Similar problems arise and in the analysis of the gamma-ray spectra from any nuclear reaction where product nucleus is excited up to 5-8 MeV and higher. In spite of existence of the advanced enough models of the radiative strength functions, the accuracy of the predicted by them k values primary transitions with low energy E γ is really unknown. This requires one to develop new, model independent methods for simultaneous determination ρ and k values with high enough precision.
In this case the most serious problem is the necessity to extract information about general trend in dependence of strength functions ratio on excitation energy E ex for given type of emitted reaction products from complementary experiment. This problem is partially solved [2] only in analysis of the experimental intensities I γγ of two-step cascades proceeding between compound states and low-lying levels and gamma-ray intensities in single spectra measured with Ge detectors. Earlier version [3] of this method used zero assumption about independence of energy dependence of strength functions on the energy E ex of decaying level. Of course, this led to additional (although small enough) systematic errors of determined ρ and k.
That is why, one can conclude: reliable information on level density ρ and radiative strength functions k for the excitation energy region with density of excited states ≈ 10 2 MeV −1 and higher can be obtained now only in the frameworks of method [2] . The advantages of method [2] over other known methods to determine level density [4] and radiative strength functions [5] are stipulated by the following: a) the dependence of I γγ on absolute level densities (in other methods, the spectra do not depend on absolute values of ρ and k); b) the smallest systematic errors of two-step cascade spectra δI γγ as compared with spectra of all known methods of determination of ρ and k; c) much smaller transfer coefficients of systematic errors of measured intensities to the parameter errors δρ and δk; d) practically unique fixation of the spin interval of excited levels; e) although functional dependence of the two-step cascade intensity on level density and radiative strength functions cannot be simple but the interval of possible variations of ρ and k is always limited by several tens percent under condition that the I γγ value used in [2] is [6] is the function of only of energy of the cascade primary transition E 1 .
for gamma-transitions with equal energy and multipolarity, to the first approach, can be simply enough estimated [2] from calculation of population within different level density and strength function models.
There is no possibility to determine population of all without exclusion cascade intermediate levels E i even at low excitation owing to the presence of registration threshold for intensities i γγ , i 1 and i 2 . The Porter-Thomas fluctuations of the primary transition intensities and possible dependence of population of levels on structure of their wave functions complicate comparison between the experimental and calculated values of P for individual cascades and choice of adequate to the experiment models and hypotheses.
It is worthwhile to compare cascade populations summed in small intervals of excitation energy. These sums should be considered as the lower estimations for every interval.
The extent of discrepancy between the calculated population P − i 1 and its lover estimation is determined by both incompleteness of data on intensities of cascades and transitions and possible strong influence of structure of wave function of excited level on probability of its cascade population. This permits on to estimate [2] the dependence of k on E ex .
Systematic errors in determination of experimental population of levels
To achieve high confidence level of ρ and k derived [2] from cascade intensities with the use of cascade population of levels it is necessary: to get large enough set of experimental data on the intensities i γγ , i 1 and i 2 with small enough errors;
to determine the quantum ordering in cascades with minimum number of false assignments.
Extraction of individual cascades as pairs of resolved peaks with minimum registration threshold is affected by the following sources of systematic errors: a) random grouping of events in resulting spectrum (result of background extraction) in pairs of false peaks; b) registration of three-step cascades with pair of detectors in full-energy peaks. The minimum statistics error in determination of peak areas in spectra with fixed total energy E 1 + E 2 = B n − E f is provided by the use numerical method [8] for improving resolution without decreasing of efficiency. As a result, each spectrum is symmetrical with respect of its center. In the frameworks of obvious assumption that the probability of formation of random peaks in the region of negative or positive number of events is equal than analysis of part of spectrum with negative number of events provides rather objective determination of minimal cascade intensities which guarantee very small probability to obtain false value of i γγ .
A part of background events relates to registration of cascade with higher total energy so that one quantum is registered in the full-energy peak and another -in Compton background. Application of method [8] leads to formation of specific sign-variable structures with zero mathematics expectation of their areas. They may mask true cascades. Identification and minimization [9] of total area of these structures does not find any difficulties because determination of parameters of intense cascade with higher energy is simple, as well.
Probability of registration of any cascade quantum with E γ ≥ 0.5 MeV in full-energy peak in performed experiment does not exceed 1% per 1 emitted gamma-quantum. Threestep cascades total intensity (in sum with two-step cascades with one pure quadrupole quantum) can be estimated from part of events corresponding to possible cascades to final levels with spin difference |J i − J f | = 3. In all 50 nuclei studied by us it does not exceed several tenths of percent per decay.
Due to multitude of variants of gamma-transition energies in three-step cascades, these events form wide spectrum of peaks of some amplitude. This amplitude is inversely proportional to number of variants. That is why, maximum absolute intensity of three-step cascade with given energy of the third quantum, most probably, cannot exceed ∼ 10 −4 of decays. The effect quickly decreases as increasing the energy E f of level populated by the pair of previous transitions. Therefore, distortions of the obtained P − i 1 values owing to registration of three-step cascades and corresponding increase in i γγ are negligible in the nuclear excitation energy region E ex > 2 − 3 MeV. But just this region demonstrates maximum influence of nuclear structure on the shape of energy dependence of radiative strength functions.
Some difficulties in determination of P − i 1 are made by unresolved in traditional [7] experiment doublets of cascade secondary transitions i 2 . Difficulties related to doublets of primary transitions are some less due to less density of peaks in high-energy part of corresponding spectra. Partially, multiplets can be identified and resolved within the approximation procedure of single HP Ge detector spectra when studying the thermal neutron radiative capture with the use of information on two-step cascades and evaluated decay schemes. Besides, intensity i 2 can be distributed between cascades -members of multiplets -proportionally to i γγ . But it is preferable to exclude such events from the procedure of determining P if the data on i γγ , i 1 and i 2 for any cascade intermediate level are superfluous.
Another problem is made by overlapping of peaks in γ-ray spectra following thermal neutron radiative capture, especially in the region in the vicinity of E γ ≈ 0.5B n . This leads to additional underestimation of intensities i 1 , i 2 and population of level. This underestimation increases when energy of the level under consideration increases, too.
Spectroscopic data derived from cascade intensities have the highest confidence because the statistics stored provides true variant of the Ritz combinatorial principle at the level of 98-99% or more. In practice, all events of false coincidences of gamma-quanta sum energies of different cascades with the difference of level energies are excluded from data acquisition by electronics.
The main uncertainty in the obtained decay schemes in nuclei with any level density is related with impossibility of experimental determination of life time of cascade intermediate level and, respectively, quantum ordering in it. The maximum likelihood method [10] for its determination cannot provide errorless choice of position of cascade intermediate level from two variants. Minimization of this error can be achieved only at accounting for all the complex [11] of spectroscopic information stored for the nucleus under study.
All the data used for determination of P values are listed in table.
Reproduction of experimental level population in calculations
Experimental and calculated level populations can be compared in two variants: the total population of each of N i intermediate levels (including intensities of populating them primary transitions) is compared ( Fig. 1 ) with several variants of calculation; experimental results are compared ( Fig. 2 ) with cascade population summed over 200 keV excitation energy intervals of cascade intermediate levels.
The necessity of the use of both variants is stipulated, first of all, by the registration threshold for cascades which limits experimental information on possible levels of a nucleus under study. Besides, the errors in determination of i γγ , i 1 and i 2 sometimes results in negative values of P − i 1 (this strongly manifests itself at small as compared with i1 cascade population of level). Moreover, the total population P of levels depends on model values of level densities and radiative strength functions sufficiently less than the cascade population P − i 1 . This occurs owing to compensation of effect on population of decrease, for instance, in ρ by increase in k for the cascade primary transitions. (Total gamma-width of compound state is constant value).
Therefore, comparison between the experiment and model calculation only for summed P − i 1 values cannot give complete picture of the process. Complementary but qualitative confirmation for significant discrepancy between the calculation and experiment is provided by comparison of total population of levels.
There is a number of energy dependencies of strength functions and level densities being suitable for calculation of P − i 1 . But general regularities of change in level population as changing level excitation energy can be revealed using only three variants of calculation:
(a) the level density is described by any (for example, [12] ) model of non-interacting Fermi-gas, strength function for E1 transitions is set by known [13, 14] extrapolations of the giant electric dipole resonance into the region below B n and k(M1)=const with normalization of the ratio k(M1)/k(E1) to the experiment in the vicinity of B n ; (b) the calculation uses ρ and k values obtained according to [3] and providing precise description of energy dependence of two-step cascade intensities (at present only for the cascade final levels with E f < 1 MeV); (c) in the calculation there are involved level densities and strength functions providing simultaneous and precise (χ 2 /f << 1) description of I γγ = F (E 1 ) (Fig. 3) , total radiative width Γ γ of decaying compound state and total cascade populations P − i 1 .
Variant (c) can be realized in iterative regime: for the data obtained according to [3] , there is chosen some functional dependence which changes strength functions for secondary transitions with respect to strength function [3] so that better to reproduce P − i 1 values. For this, it is quite enough to multiply strength functions of secondary gamma-transitions to the levels below some fixed energy by the function h which contains several narrow peaks. Dependence of their form on the nuclear excitation energy can be determined by analogy with specific heat of ideal microsystems in the vicinity of point of the second order phase transition as the following:
with some parameters α, U 1 , U 2 U c . Condition (U c − U 1 ) = (U 2 − U c ) provides asymmetry of peaks and more precise description of cascade population as compared, for instance, with the Lorentz curve. In the best variant tested by us, the amplitude α must grow from zero (linearly, for example) up to the maximally possible value shown on fig. 4 as the excitation energy U decreases from U = B n to U = U c . Positions of peaks, their form and amplitude are determined by the P − i 1 values. Unfortunately, more precise notions about the shape of energy dependence of radiative strength functions of given multipolarity cannot be derived from this analysis.
Population of the level l is calculated according to equation
It depends on population P m of all the higher-lying levels m and branching ratio at their decay. Although the data in figs.1 and 2 depend on both multiplicands in eq.(3) but P l values for different low-lying levels are mainly determined by ratio of partial widths Γ m,l of populating them secondary transitions. Equation (3) cannot provide other possibility for significant increase of calculated population of high-lying levels when population of low-lying level decreases. The obtained corrective functions are then involved in analysis [3] to derive ρ and k parameters which allow precise reproduction of cascade intensities with accounting for assumed difference in energy dependence of strength functions for primary and secondary cascade transitions. Values of i γγ are shown in Fig. 3 , re-determined level densities and radiative strength functions are presented in figs. 4 and 5. If it is necessary, this procedure is repeated one times with the use of the hypothesis of linearly increasing distortions of the k(E1) and k(M1) values when energy of decaying levels decreases and several times for hypothesis h=const. For minimization of number of fitted parameters, corrective functions in figs. 4 and 5 were supposed equal for both electric and magnetic gamma-transitions.
It should be noted, that the population of levels lying below "step-like" structures in level density cannot be reproduced without assumption about decrease in corresponding radiative strength functions also in sum energy interval. On the whole, function h at least qualitatively repeats the most general shape of dependence obtained according to [3] , in practice, for all nuclei: significant increase in k for gamma-transitions to levels from the region of "step-like" structures and decrease for gamma-transitions to lowerlying levels. If these regularities do not have alternative (unknown) explanation, then simple extrapolation of the obtained results into the region E ex > B n allows conclusion about possible analogous energy dependence of radiative strength functions and for primary gamma-transitions following fast neutron radiative capture. And, as a consequence, about necessity of both experimental test of models of radiative strength functions and level densities for these excitation regions and modification (to more or less extension) of algorithms for calculation and evaluation of corresponding cross-sections.
The open question is evident discrepancy between the experimental and calculated results in figs. 1 and 2. It cannot be removed in the frameworks of assumption about independence of the averaged partial width of gamma-transitions populating some levels on structure of wave functions of these levels. This results from very big difference in calculated and experimental total populations P , for example, in the interval 3.0-3.5 MeV.
For 30 observed here (Fig. 1 ) from 100 expected (Fig. 4 ) levels, experimental population is approximately 9 times larger than the results of the best variant of calculation. This contradiction cannot be related only to the Porter-Thomas fluctuations of the widths of primary transitions populating the levels: probability of such or bigger random divergence P for one level equals ∼ 0.001. The only realistic explanation is assumption about strong dependence of population of level on its structure. For example, nucleus may have two or more systems of levels of different structure. Then the mean values of ρ and k (figs. 4 and 5) cannot be considered as the mean arithmetic values. Conventional theoretical notions do not take into account this possibility. But it naturally follows from interpretation of the data presented in figs. 4 and 5.
A number the used hypotheses is inevitable at the achieved stage of the problem under solution. In this case, all the conclusions about the cascade gamma-decay process of compound state is to be considered, most probably, as qualitative than as quantitative. So, clearly expressed "step-like" structure in level density and related with it increase in k(E1) + k(M1) (Fig. 4) should be considered as established with high confidence level. But the number and shape of these "steps", most probably, can be determined only in the further experiments. The same can be said about corrective functions h. If energy region corresponding to significant increase in k for the second, third and so on cascade transitions (due to the number of tested variants) calls no doubts then parameters of function h have to be considered, most probably, as very preliminary. They should be used, first of all, for planning of corrective experiments.
In this sense, the region h < 1 is very demonstrative. Whether the strength of gammatransitions is re-distributed from the lower-lying levels populated by them to higher-lying or this structure of h provides only narrowing of width of the region of maximum increase in k(E1) + k(M1) values in Fig. 4 -nobody can answer this question. But it should be noted that we could not reproduce observed values P − i 1 for all available set of nuclei without significant decrease in k.
The fact that only the lower estimation of P − i 1 was obtained in the experiment cannot be possible explanation. So, at low excitation energy the difference the numbers of intermediate cascade levels and levels from evaluated decay schemes decreases (due to increase in the mean intensity of cascades at practically constant threshold of their registration). This means that experimental P − i 1 (Fig. 2 ) must increase with respect to values shown in fig. 2 as increasing excitation energy and decreasing in registration thresholds for i γγ , i 1 and i 2 . As a consequence, the difference in energy dependence of strength functions for the primary and secondary transitions must increase strength functions of gamma-transitions to high-lying levels must intensify.
Specific dependence of the product k × h (local peaks in the second multiplicand) qualitatively corresponds to theoretical [15] regularities of fragmentation of the state of any structure over nuclear levels. One of the important conclusion of this theoretical analysis is that the strength of an state (N quasi-particles and M phonons) concentrates in asymmetric peaks of limited width with "tails" in the region of high excitation energy.
The most probable values of level density and radiative strength functions of cascade γ-transitions in
125 T e
The method described above provides determination of model-free, rather precise and confident values of ρ and k. Unfortunately, in addition to some sources of possible systematic errors discussed above their values can include errors that are specific for different nuclei. For example, absolute value of k can be distorted by local deviation of the neutron resonance density from its general tendency owing to possible but not taking into account in calculated values of I γγ structure effects. Or owing to possible correlations of partial radiative widths of cascade transitions and reduced neutron width which determines the main part of neutron capture cross-section. Similar correlations can change the ratio between intensities of cascades proceeding through intermediate levels with different structure and lead to additional error in ρ and k. Analysis [2] of the available experimental data [7, 16] for 125 T e shows that the peculiarities observed earlier in other studied nuclei manifest themselves in this nucleus, as well. There are: two "step-like" structures in the energy dependence of ρ and correlating with their positions variations in shape of energy dependence of k.
The data on significant increase in radiative strength functions of secondary transitions, in practice, in the same energy interval as for primary transitions should be considered as one more additional confirmation for existence in a nucleus of the excitation energy region where occurs abrupt change of its structure. One can assume that there is transition from domination of vibrational type excitations to domination of quasi-particle excitations. Apparently, this fact can be interpreted as the phase transition from super-fluid to normal state of such very specific system as a nucleus. Probably, this effect is related to breaking of the only nucleon pair [17] at the excitation energy corresponding to radical increase in level density.
Conclusion
The data on investigating properties of Fig. 1 . The total population of two-step cascades intermediate levels (points with bars), thin curve represents calculation within models [12, 14] . Dashed curve shows results of calculation using data [3] . Thick curve shows results of calculation using level density [3] , and corresponding strength functions of secondary transitions are multiplied by function h set by equations (1) Fig. 3 . Histogram is the intensity of the two-step cascade in function of the energy of their primary transitions with statistical errors only. Line is the calculation in frame of models [12, 14] . Points are the typical fit by the most probable ρ and k. . Dashed line shows values of function h for excitation energy B n − E 1 . Solid lines are the models [13, 14] predictions with k(M1) = const. Open points -data from analysus [3] .
